Guide to safety shower standards
Making sense of safety equipment legislation: A guide to
safety shower standards
The current European standards on safety showers are somewhat confusing. The
American ANSI standards are more comprehensive but there are some areas of conflict
with the EN standards which can leave health and safety professionals confused. To
make matters worse, in a post Brexit world, there may emerge a new British standard
that replaces the EN standards. This is an attempt to offer guidance through this
somewhat confusing landscape.
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Back to basics
Before getting into the weeds it’s worth remembering what these standards are for.
There is no legislative requirement to have any safety showers equipment. So, there
is no legal requirement to necessarily have any eye wash or shower unit even in a
chemical plant full of highly corrosive acids. This is because no standard can possibly
capture the almost infinite complexities of each hazardous situation. If such a standard
was written and advised exactly in each situation when and where a manufacturer
should place a shower it would be hideously complex. It also would need to be
continually updated as new processes involving hazardous materials came about. In
short, it would be unworkable.
To avoid the unworkable complexity of an explicit guide to emergency shower
deployment the standards do not actually deal with when showers should be used.
Instead, a business is required by law to provide adequate and enough first aid
equipment suitable for any potential hazard a worker may meet. This very general
health and safety legislation means that any company found not to be providing this
level of first aid equipment is open to litigation and, heaven forbid the worst happen,
corporate man slaughter charges. But it is important to remember that this is not part
of the ANSI or EN standards on showers.
What all this, in effect, means is that companies that don’t have adequate emergency
shower provisions are open to a completely unacceptable levels of risk. So, despite,
there being no actual legal requirement to have showers for all practical purposes
there is.

What do the standards do?
The standards do not actually, therefore, tell a company if they must have a shower.
They do, however, list some design features that shower must have if they are to
be considered of a reasonable standard. Having a shower that does not meet these
standards, therefore, will not protect against the aforementioned litigation risk. So,
at the very least, the standards that are in place give a minimum quality level to help
meet one’s obligations under the health and safety standards.

General advice
Within both the EN and ANSI standards there does exist some common advice on how
to deploy showers.
1The showers must be visible even in poor light or visibility conditions. This has
implications on whether to fit position lights.
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2The showers must be on the same level as the hazards. So, it would breach the
standards to have a worker who has been splashed by acid to have to navigate stairs or
a ladder to access the necessary shower equipment
3The showers must be within 10 seconds walking distance of the hazard they are
being used to protect against.
4The fluid supply must be sufficient to allow for 15 minutes of continual use.
This is all fairly straightforward common sense. Where things get a bit more slippery is
in factors where the standards vary.

Water temperature

Flow rates
The EN standards stipulate that when there is no local (country) standard in place
then 60 l/minute flow should be achieved. Given that another rule is that 15 minutes
of continual use should be available then we need at least 900 litres of supply to meet
this standard. With the American standards the flow rate is 76 litres per minute so,
by similar maths, we need at least 1140 litres of supply fluid. Obviously on a plumbed
in shower the amount of fluid available is largely irrelevant as the shower will run
continually but when we consider gravity fed tank showers it will dictate the minimum
size of the tank.
Where things get a little murkier is with the German standard. This widely used local
standard splits showers into three classes. A class one shower is between 30 and 60
litres per minute, class two is 60-100 l/min and a class three shower is anything over
100. No specific advice on which class should be used to protect against which hazard is
given. It is up to individual chemical processors and manufacturers to decide which class
is most appropriate.
What this means is that many companies around Europe read this as meaning the
lower 30-60 l/minute is acceptable. This would certainly be the case in Germany but,
technically, the EN standards stipulate that, in the absence of any country specific
local standard, the 60l/min should be acceptable. I don’t know of any specific litigation
levelled against a British company that used a 40l/ minute shower and was sued as a
result but that is at least a possibility given the vagaries around the standards.
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A further complication is that some specific chemical hazards have advisory notes that
only cold water should be used to remove the contaminant. Certain chemical burns will
be exaggerated if warm water is used so the advice from the chemical manufacturer
will contradict what the ANSI standard actually says. This is where the somewhat looser
language of the EN standard is actually more helpful as it allows for the provision of
showers to be contextualised to each situation.
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The ANSI standards stipulate that the shower water must be tepid (16-38oC). The EN
standards make no such stipulation but do advise that this is so in cold climates. Even
though there is nothing in the EN standard that stipulates the shower must be warm,
we often advise European customers that they should have a tepid shower because a
case can be made that a cold shower that needed to be used for 15 minutes outside in
the middle of the UK winter is not fit for purpose. It would be almost impossible for a
human to use and using a cold shower in the middle of winter might well actually kill
someone due to hypothermic shock. As such, a legal case could be made that sufficient
and adequate first aid equipment was not provided. Remember, it is this “sufficient and
adequate” clause that is the legislative requirement placed on companies.

Frost protection
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Frost protection is not specified in the safety shower
standards themselves but is very much encompassed
by the legislative requirement to provide enough and
adequate first aid equipment. If a shower is not able
to operate because it has become blocked by ice then
a company is wide open to litigation because, clearly,
the first aid equipment provided was not adequate.
This, like the water temperature, is something that
cannot be understood from just the wording in the
standards themselves. One needs to understand the
basic legal health and safety obligations in order to
understand when frost protection is required.
We advise any UK customer that has a shower to
have frost protection if there is any chance it might
be exposed to sub zero temperatures. This should,
of course be common sense, but a naïve reading of
just the words in the EN or ANSI standards could
result in a wrongful impression that frost protection
is not actually required. Only when seen in the
broader context of the overarching health and safety
legislation can it be seen that it most certainly is in
many situations

Industry specific standards
Given that the EN standards are deliberately, it seems, broad and open to different
interpretations, some industries have written their own guidelines on shower provision.
For example, the Refined Bitumen Association makes several recommendations on
safety showers to its members. These include
-

An advisory note that foot panel activation should be used
If the shower is within 6 meters of the bitumen, it should be screened

Both recommendations are above and beyond the EN and ANSI standards and reflect
some specific, industry and hazard specific advice. As such, any such industry standards
probably represent a better safety guide than the more general ones. We would advise
customers to adhere to these standards where they exist.

Conclusions
The emergency showers standards are confusing. The ANSI standard is, on balance,
more complete that the EN standards, however, its very completeness may put it
in conflict with certain received wisdom in some situations (e.g. when cool water
is required). All safety shower provision should be seen within the broader context
of a company’s general health and safety obligations. The specifications and
recommendations within the shower standards are only the starting point and should
never be taken as the final and only word on the topic.
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